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life and love in the 21st century: From the intimate encounter to embracing the world

the 8th world congress of psychotherapy, under the auspices of the world council for 
Psychotherapy (wcP), is organized this year by the French Federation of Psychotherapy 
and Psychoanalysis (FF2P) at the maison de l ’uneSco in Paris, with the collaboration 
of the French league for mental health and the Françoise minkowska centre. 

this international event is regularly held throughout the world (in 2013, it was held in 
South africa, and in 2011 it was held in australia). it brings together the leading experts 
of the various fields of Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis from all continents; previous 
editions have also shown that all other specialt ies of the humanities are present.

«life and love in the 21st century: From the intimate encounter to embracing the 
world» is the theme to be developed during the 8th world congress of Psychotherapy. 
You wil l f ind the argument immediately following this presentation.

la maison de l ’uneSco was chosen as the hosting residence for the congress because 
this great place of «intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind» is well in l ine with the 
themes of universalism and humanitarian benevolence that the organizers wished to 
promote.

life and love 
in the 21st Century

From the intimate encounter 
to embracing the world

the congress wil l take place over 5 days with 9 plenary lectures, 
180 oral presentations of 20 minutes each, distributed over 
five halls, lecture theaters and workshops. communication 
through posters wil l be presented in ongoing consultation by the 
participants. the scientif ic committee wil l select and arrange the 
presentations according to their thematic relevance.
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« Conflicts arise in the human mind 
and it is in the human mind 
that they can be resolved.” »

Extract from the Acceptance speech by the Venerable Prayudh Payutto for the 1994 
UNESCO Prize for Peace Education.

it is with great pleasure that we invite you to the 8th world congress of psychotherapy 
that wil l be held in Paris, France from the 24th to the 28th of July 2017, at maiSon de 
l’uneSco.

 this world congress of the world council for Psychotherapy, that the French Federation of 
Psychotherapy and Psychoanalysis and its partners, the French league of mental health 
(lFSm) and the minkowska center, have the great honor of organizing, is conceived within 
the exceptional framework of this century of globalization. this global era questions our 
psychotherapeutic practices, their theoretical foundations and is also the meeting point 
between psychotherapy and different anthropological, sociological, epistemological, and 
ethical representations.

Sharing and exchanging both our hopes and our practices is the goal of this congress.

it wil l also aim to lay the foundations for a common ground for all future practices of l istening 
to psychic suffering, psychological distress and psychiatric disorders of individuals.

the world council for psychotherapy wants to take into account the rich 
history of the great changes that have affected mankind in his or her 
relation to the world, so that we may engage in a global debate, above 
and beyond our respective national practices.
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Pr alfred Pritz
President of the wcP

dr Pierre canouÏ
Preésident of the FF2P

the aims of this congress focus on several paradigmatic axe:

- life must remain stronger than destructive violence

- love is always the foundation of our humanity and our interpersonal, social,
and familial relations

- the fight against psychological distress and psychiatric i l lness is both a humane 
and ethical duty

- the exceptional meeting of many specialists in psychotherapy, from five continents
is a humanistic necessity in order to include all the different types of psychotherapy 
from all the modalit ies, so that there may be a rich exchange of experience and ideas.

Psychotherapy is recognized as an inevitable and effective way to treat mental disorders 
and alleviate the mental suffering of patients. however, it is also an important determinant 
for the evolution of the human being and the human way of thinking. 

Psychotherapy also contributes to the creation of social connection by releasing the 
individual from the fear of the other and also fear of him or herself.

affirming our freedom, our identity, our values and the professionalism of our profession is 
also a powerful civic and polit ical act in the current global context.

we are counting on your presence.

in the pleasure to meet you in Paris on July 24th, 2017!
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ngo since may 2003, the wcP aims to:

· promote psychotherapy in all continents of the world (in accordance with the 
Strasbourg declaration)
· be responsible for the conditions of patients of psychotherapy (charter of the wcP)
· cooperate with national and international organizations to take stock of confl icts 
and maintain peace
· create an international centre for information on psychotherapy
· access to advisory status as an ngo of the un
· establish guidelines that are both ethical and international
· support all efforts to achieve and maintain human rights
· create task forces on specific topics
· promote the exchange of training programs worldwide
· support its members around issues that affect psychotherapy

it is with this philosophy that every three years a world congress is organized:

- the last was held in South africa in durban where 42 countries were represented 
- the 6th and 5th world congresses were respectively held in australia and china and 
they gathered nearly 1,000 individuals
- the 4th was held in argentina and the first three, which were held in austria in 
Vienna have each welcomed 3000 to 4000 people.

Prof. dr alfred Pritz,
President of WCP

o r g a n i z e r S

Freudplatz 1  
a-1020 Vienna - autriche

e-mail: headoffice@worldpsyche.org
website: www.worldpsyche.org

The World Council for Psychotherapy (WCP) 
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the FF2P was created in may 1995 to bring together the different psychotherapeutic 
and psychoanalytic f ields in France.

it includes nearly 60 organizations - training organizations and associations - 
representing twenty psychotherapeutic methods grouped into five main categories:

psychoanalytic, humanistic, cognitive-behavioral, systemic and integrative.

the FF2P’s mission is not only to promote psychotherapy as a specific discipline, but 
also to contribute to public information and protection of users.

this ethical and deontological imperative is at the heart of the action of the FF2P and 
all i ts audience.

all associations of the categories mentioned above and training organizations 
approved by the FF2P meet these criteria.

the FF2P is a member of both the european association for Psychotherapy (eaP) 
which collects 120,000 practit ioners in 41 countries and the world council of 
Psychotherapy (wcP).

the FF2P is the only organization in France authorized to issue the european 
certif icate of Psychotherapy (ceP) *.
*the ceP, established by the eaP in 1997, aims to establish strict criteria for the practice of psychotherapy and to 
establish a high level of training.

dr Pierre canouï, 
President of FF2P

The French Federation of Psychotherapy  
and Psychoanalysis (FF2P)

6 avenue du maine
75015 PariS - France

Phone: +33(0)1 44 05 95 50 - Fax: +33(0)1 45 44 62 34
e-mail: contact@ff2p.fr - website: www.ff2p.fr
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a pioneer in many fields, the French league for mental hygiene, recognized as 
having public interest in 1922, became the French league for mental health in 1996.

Since its founding in 1921 it has been a crossroads of ideas and research. in addition 
to its own activit ies - studies, research, conferences, publication of a magazine, a 
documentation center as well as training for social and paramedical personnel, and 
the creation of specialized departments and associations with the aim of preventing 
psychological problems, it has also dedicated itself to:

- Promoting reflection on the influence of the environment on the psychological 
state of individuals
- Facil itating the understanding of situations and interactions in a confrontational 
and increasingly complex society
- Providing assistance to psychologically fragile individuals to avoid shift ing to 
larger problems.

dr roland coutanceau,
President of the French League  
of mental health 

Pa rt n e r S

11 rue tronchet
75008 PariS -  France

Phone: 01 42 66 20 70 - Fax : 01 42 66 44 89 
e-mail: l fsm@orange.fr
webite: www.lfsm.org

The French League for Mental Health (LFSM) 
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« man is made to research mankind » 

this quote by eugene minkowski, founder of the association originally dedicated to 
his wife Françoise minkowska, summarizes better than anything else, the l ife and 
work of the author. a well-recognized physician and philosopher, he spent his whole 
trying to better understand the individual in his uniqueness and in his entirety to 
better treat him. in continuation of his work and thought, the association is committed 
to caring, teaching, training and exchanging knowledge. 

it is in this spirit that the Françoise minkowska center was born in 1962. this state 
establishment, created to ensure the reception of all migrants and refugees in need 
of mental health care, has not deviated from that goal in over fifty years of activity 
and is now recognized both nationally and internationally.

the Françoise minkowska center provides transcultural psychiatric consultations 
centered on the person.  he introduced to France the concept of cultural competence.

dr rachid bennegadi, 
Medical Director at the  
F. Minkowska Center

12 rue Jacquemont 
75017 PariS - France

Phone: 01 53 06 84 84 - Fax : 01 53 06 84 85
e-mail: bennegadi@minkowska.com 

webite: www.minkowska.com

The Françoise Minkowska Center 
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to P i c S  o F  t h e  c o n g r e S S
1. loVe in the 21St centurY
2. the deVeloPment oF PSYchotheraPeutic SchoolS From 1780 to the PreSent
3. PSYchotheraPY aS Science and art
4. cultural PSYchotheraPY 
5. PSYchotheraPY aS a ProFeSSion and itS role in SocietY
6. PSYchotheraPY and medicine
7. PSYchotheraPY in SPecial areaS
8. law regulationS oF the PSYchotheraPeutic ProFeSSion
9. PSYchotheraPY and reSearch- exiSting modelS and PerSPectiVeS

c o n F i r m e d  S P e a k e r S  

- dr boris cYrulnik (France), psychiatrist, neuropsychiatrist, ethologist
- guy corneau (canada), psychoanalyst, lecturer and author
- Pr hector Fernandez-alVarez (argentina), psychologist and psychotherapist
- marie-France hirigoYen (France), psychiatrist, psychoanalyst, systematic family therapist
- dr thierry JanSSen (belgium), surgeon and urologist who became a psychotherapist, 
teacher and author
- Julia kriSteVa (France), psychoanalyst and writer
- Pr driss mouSSaoui (morocco), psychiatrist and honorary member of the world 
association of Social Psychiatry
- Pr Juan-david naSio (France), psychiatrist, psychoanalyst and writer
- Pr david orlinSkY (uSa), cofounder of the Society for Psychotherapy research, and 
creator of the international Study of development of Psychotherapists
- Pr norman SartoriuS (Switzerland), president of the association for improvement of 
mental health Programmes
- bertrand VergelY (France), philosopher and teacher
- Pr José t. thomÉ (brasil), psychiatrist and psychotherapist
- dr irvin Yalom (uSa), psychiatrist, psychotherapist, 
essayist and novelist (interactive video conference)
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alfred Pritz President
rony alFandarY
amina aYouch-boda
regina bader
edward bantu 
Fethi benSlama
roy a. bowden
Silla conSoli
antonio damaSio
mony elkaim
barbara Fitzgerald
Jean FurtoS
guillermo garrido
bernard golSe
Patrick hardY
christian hoFFman 

Paul lacaze
christophe lanÇon
Stéphanie larchanche
Frederic limouSin
christian kelche
zelda knight
anthony korner
eugenijus laurinaitiS
gianpaolo lombardi
katarina makaroV
Victor makaroV
abbas makke
michel meignant
Qian mingYi
marie-rose moro
gloria mulcahY-alVernaz 

darlyne g. nemeth
Sylvester ntomchukwu madu
kelly Paulk raY
nicole Pelicier 
alejandra Perez
kamal raddaoui
Jean-luc roelandt
Yuji SaSaki
charles SaSSe
Peter SchultheSS 
ganesh Shankar
eliot Sorel
Volker tSchuSchke
edward wenglok chan
xudong zhao

Pierre canouÏ President
nicole aknin
nicole attali

rachid bennegadi 
roland coutanceau
Stéphane dauberVille

christian merle
annick Vidalot
christina winkler

o r g a n i S at i o n a l a n d  S c i e n t i F i c  c o m m i t t e e

i n t e r n at i o n a l S c i e n t i F i c  c o m m i t t e e

c o m m i t t e e S
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F e e S 

maiSon de l’uneSco
125 avenue de Suffren - Paris 7e

l o c at i o n  o F  c o n g r e S S

- € 550 before January 1, 2017
- € 700 from January 1, 2017
- € 850 from march 1, 2017

For students less than 26 years and emerging countries l isted below *:

- € 350 before January 1, 2017
- € 450 from January 1, 2017
- € 550 from march 1, 2017
*Afghanistan, Benin, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia, Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, Congo, Dem. 
Rep., Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gambia, The, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Korea, Dem. Rep., Liberia, Madagascar, 
Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Nepal, Niger, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, South Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, 
Uganda, Zimbabwe

FÉdÉration FranÇaiSe de PSYchothÉraPie et PSYchanalYSe - FF2P
6 avenue du maine - F - 75015 PariS - France

Phone: 33 (0)1 44 05 95 50 - Fax: 33 (0)1 45 44 62 34
contact@ff2p.fr - www.ff2p.fr

all plenary sessions wil l benefit from simultaneous interpretation in english, Spanish, 
French and russian.
The choice of languages may be extended depending on the importance of foreign 
delegations.

l a n g u a g e S
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The « symbolic Globe » (1995) of the Erik Reitzel in the UNESCO, Paris ©


